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Abstract. In the classical work by Irving and Zwanzig [Irving J.H. and Zwanzig R.W., J. Chem.
Phys. 19 (1951), 1173-1180 ] it has been shown that quantum observables for macroscopic density,
momentum and energy satisfy the conservation laws of fluid dynamics. In this work we derive the
corresponding classical molecular dynamics limit by extending Irving and Zwanzig’s result to matrix-
valued potentials for a general quantum particle system. The matrix formulation provides the classical
limit of the quantum observables in the conservation laws also in the case where the temperature is
large compared to the electron eigenvalue gaps. The classical limit of the quantum observables in the
conservation laws is useful in order to determine the constitutive relations for the stress tensor and the
heat flux by molecular dynamics simulations. The main new steps to obtain the molecular dynamics
limit are: (i) to approximate the dynamics of quantum observables accurately by classical dynamics,
by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian using a nonlinear eigenvalue problem, (ii) to define the local energy
density by partitioning a general potential, applying perturbation analysis of the electron eigenvalue
problem, (iii) to determine the molecular dynamics stress tensor and heat flux in the case of several
excited electron states, and (iv) to construct the initial particle phase-space density as a local grand
canonical quantum ensemble determined by the initial conservation variables.
1. The purpose of the work and the results The macroscopic conservation
laws for mass, momentum and energy form the basis of continuum fluid mechanics.
These conservation laws are formulated in terms of the stress tensor and the heat flux.
In order to form a closed system constitutive relations for the stress tensor and the
heat flux are used. Such constitutive relations can be determined approximately from
measurements or from molecular dynamics simulations. In both cases one seeks approx-
imations of the stress tensor and the heat flux as functions of the density, momentum
and energy and their derivatives. The molecular dynamics formulation requires deriva-
tion of the stress tensor and the heat flux as functions of the particle dynamics. The
derivation of such functional relations is the focus of this work.
The stress tensor and the heat flux were first derived by Irving and Kirkwood, [5],
from molecular dynamics systems based on interaction with scalar pair potentials and
has later been modified by Noll, [14], and Hardy, [4]. These formulations have been used
frequently to numerically determine the constitutive relations, cf. [3]. For instance, the
works [18] and [19] include comparisons of different methods to numerically determine
the stress tensor in molecular dynamics simulations.
Already in 1951 Irving and Zwanzig, [6], showed that quantum observables for the
density, momentum and energy satisfy the conservation laws and derived observables
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2 Classical Limit of quantum observables in the conservation laws of fluid dynamics
for the stress tensor and the heat flux. Since it is only at the quantum level the particle
interaction is determined from fundamental principles their result provides a solid foun-
dation for the basic conservation laws in continuum mechanics. The property that the
observables for the density, momentum and energy satisfy the conservation laws does
not mean that a closed system of conservation laws is derived, since the derived stress
tensor and the heat flux are not determined as constitutive functions of the macroscopic
conservation variables. To form a closed system would include the additional step to de-
termine constitutive functions of the conservation variables that approximate the data
from molecular dynamics or measurements, which is not studied here.
Irving and Zwanzig used a quantum model with the Hamiltonian given by a sum
of kinetic energy and scalar pair potential energy including all particles, i.e. both the
nuclei and the electrons. The aim of this work is to extend the derivation by Irving and
Zwanzig to a setting with a matrix-valued Hamiltonian consisting of a sum of the kinetic
energy of the nuclei (times the identity matrix) and a matrix representing the electron
kinetic energy, the electron-electron, electron-nuclei, and nuclei-nuclei interaction. The
purpose of having a matrix for the electron part in the Hamiltonian is to replace the
time evolution for the electrons by the Schro¨dinger electron eigenvalue problem. An
advantage of including the electron part as a matrix-valued operator is that the classical
limit, as the nuclei-electron mass ratio tends to infinity, has been derived rigorously, [16]
and [7], and by knowing the classical limit the system can be simulated by ab initio
molecular dynamics for nuclei with the potential generated by the electron eigenvalue
problem. For instance, one may ask how the observables of the density, momentum,
energy, stress tensor and heat flux are effected by the possibility of excited electron states
and how these observables should be computed in molecular dynamics simulations. This
question is answered in Theorem 5.2 by applying the classical molecular dynamics limit
of quantum observables in [7]. The work [7] is for the setting of constant temperature in
the canonical ensemble and shows, for example, how the potential is modified also when
the difference of the excited and ground state electron eigenvalue is not large compared
to the temperature.
The time evolution of the conserved quantum observables uses the ingenious obser-
vation by Irving and Zwanzig that, for an observable that is a polynomial of the degree
at most two in the momentum coordinate, the commutator of the Hamiltonian operator
and that quantum observable becomes equal to the Weyl quantization of the Poisson
bracket. Combined with the observation that the observables for density, momentum
and energy are polynomials of degree at most two in the momentum coordinate the
quantum observables therefore satisfy the same conservation laws as in the derivation
based on classical particle dynamics by Irving and Kirkwood. However, in the case of
matrix-valued potentials the commutator of the Hamiltonian and the quantum observ-
ables for mass, momentum and energy does not reduce to a Poisson bracket since the
matrix-valued symbols do not commute in general. In this work we show that for a
certain diagonalization, based on a nonlinear eigenvalue problem, these commutators
are reduced to a quantization of corresponding Poisson brackets.
To define the energy observable the works [4–6, 14] use that the potential energy
can be split into a sum of potential energies related to each particle as defined by pair
interactions. In the matrix-valued case considered here the splitting is required for the
eigenvalues of the matrix potential which is not a sum of pair potential interactions.
Our splitting is instead obtained by using perturbation theory for eigenvalues.
The pair potential property is also used in the works [4–6, 14] to reduce forcing
terms to divergence of a stress term. Such reduction has been obtained in [1] for general
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potentials that are invariant with respect to translation and orthogonal transformations
by changing to the coordinates depending on all pair distances. This change to the pair
distance coordinates is also used here.
The compressible Euler equations have been derived from classical perturbed New-
tonian particle dynamics using the relative entropy method in [15]. The classical New-
tonian particle dynamics based on short range pair potential interactions is then weakly
perturbed in two ways: to avoid unbounded velocities the kinetic energy is modified, for
instance as relativistic, and to prove ergodicity with respect to Gibbs distributions the
Hamiltonian dynamics is perturbed by a weak noise term that vanishes in the macro-
scopic hydrodynamic limit. A main accomplishment in [15] is to show that the density
solving the Liouville equation that is initially close to a grand canonical Gibbs measure
remains close to a grand canonical Gibbs measure at later time, so that the Gibbs mea-
sure determines the compressible Euler equations for all times, as long as the solution
to the Euler equations remains smooth. The work [15] achieves the mathematically
ambitious goal to derive a closed system of conservation laws from microscopic dynam-
ics, which also requires additional assumptions and restricts to a setting with smooth
classical solutions to the Euler equations. The Euler equations includes a pressure term
that originates from microscopic particle forces. The relative entropy method has also
been used to derive the compressible Euler equations, with a certain pressure term, in
a scaling limit from a quantum system of fermions under an assumption of ergodicity
of the quantum dynamics with respect to the Gibbs measure, see [13]. The objective
in our work here is different from [15] and [13], in particular, we derive microscopic
expressions for the stress tensor and the heat flux from a general quantum mechanical
setting but we do not address the question of deriving a closed system of conservation
laws from quantum mechanics.
We formulate the quantum mechanical model and the conservation laws in Section 2.
In Sections 3 and 4 we review the derivations of the conservation laws from classical and
quantum dynamics, respectively, following the works [4–6,14], although reformulated in
order to prepare for the new results in Section 5. These derivations are then used to
obtain the matrix-valued extension of the quantum dynamics in Section 5. We derive the
main result in Theorem 5.2, namely a classical molecular dynamics limit of the quantum
observables in the conservation laws, under some assumptions on regularizations: the
semiclassical analysis result requires L2 bounded symbols, which is not satisfied in the
canonical quantum formulation. The theorem therefore assumes that certain regularized
L2-bounded symbols depend continuously on the regularization parameters. In Section 6
we present an approach for determining an initial phase-space density that matches the
initial conservation variables locally. Following [1] we discuss in Section 7 the non-
uniqueness question for the stress tensor.
In conclusion, the main result in this work is to formulate the quantum conserva-
tion laws using matrix valued symbols and apply recent techniques from semiclassical
analysis to determine the molecular dynamics stress tensor and heat flux in the case of
several excited electron states. A new ingredient in the formulation is also to define the
local energy density by partitioning a general potential, applying perturbation analy-
sis of the canonical electron eigenvalue problem; previous work on molecular dynamics
formulations of the conservation laws used empirical pair potentials, [4, 5, 14, 15]. As
in [15] we construct the initial particle phase-space density as a local grand canonical
quantum ensemble determined by the initial conservation variables.
We think that the presented work is the first ab initio result that determines the
stress and the heat flux in a molecular dynamics setting with several excited states and at
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any temperature. Therefore we believe that this is a valuable first step for further study.
For instance, it would be interesting to extend the result by determining conditions that
imply the assumed continuous dependence on the regularization parameters.
2. Problem formulation
2.1. The quantum-mechanical model We consider derivation of conservation
laws from ab initio dynamics for which the starting point is the quantum mechanical
model consisting of N nuclei (heavy particles or slow degrees of freedom) and J elec-
trons (light particles or fast degrees of freedom). Each particle has a related position
coordinate in R3 and a discrete spin coordinate. The spin coordinate σ¯i for each electron
takes the value in the set {−1/2,1/2}, and similarly the spin coordinate σi for a nucleus
can take values in a discrete set {−s,−s+1, . . .,s}, see [2, 10]. The quantum system at
time t is then described by a wave function
Φ(x1,σ1,x2,σ2, . . . ,xN ,σN ,x¯1,σ¯1,x¯2,σ¯2, . . ., x¯J ,σ¯J ,t)∈C,
with nuclei position coordinates x=(x1,x2, . . . ,xN )∈R3N and electron position coor-
dinate x¯=(x¯1,x¯2, . . . , x¯J)∈R3J , and spin coordinates σ=(σ1, . . . ,σN )∈Σ≡{−s,−s+
1, . . .,s}N and σ¯=(σ¯1, . . . , σ¯J)∈ Σ¯≡{−1/2,1/2}J. The wave function is required to sat-
isfy the Pauli exclusion principle which implies that it is anti-symmetric with respect
to interchanging electron coordinates, namely
Φ(. . . , x¯i,σ¯i, . . . , x¯j ,σ¯j , . . . ,t)=−Φ(. . ., x¯j ,σ¯j , . . . , x¯i,σ¯i, . . . ,t)
and similarly identical fermion nuclei are also anti-symmetric while identical boson
nuclei are symmetric with respect to its nucleon coordinates, see [2, 10]. We note that
|Φ(x,σ,x¯,σ¯,t)|2∑
σ∈Σ
∑
σ¯∈Σ¯
∫
R3(N+J)
|Φ(x,σ,x¯,σ¯,t)|2dxdx¯
is the probability to find the quantum system in (x,σ,x¯,σ¯) at time t. In the absence
of magnetic fields, the wave function depends on the spin coordinates only parametri-
cally since the Hamiltonian does not depend on the spin coordinates. To simplify the
notation we therefore suppress the spin coordinates in the sequel although we include
the dependence on the spin in Pauli exclusion principle for the electron wave functions.
We assume the atomic units (a.u.) in which the mass and charge of the electron are
equal to one, and the Planck constant is ~=1. We denote by Mn the mass of individual
nuclei.
The quantum mechanical evolution is described by the Schro¨dinger equation for a
wave function Φ :R3N×R3J× [0,∞)→C satisfying
i∂tΦ(x,x¯,t)= HˆΦ(x,x¯,t), (2.1)
with the Hamiltonian operator
Hˆ=−
N∑
n=1
1
2Mn
∆xn+Wˆ (x,x¯)+Vb(x)+vb(x,x¯), (2.2)
where Vb :R
3N→R and vb :R3N ×R3J are given ad hoc external scalar smooth potentials
and Wˆ (x,x¯) is the electronic operator formed by the electron kinetic energy, electron-
electron repulsion, nuclei-nuclei repulsion and electron-nuclei attraction, see [2, 9, 10],
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Wˆ (x,x¯)=−1
2
∆x¯+ν(x,x¯)
ν(x,x¯)=
J∑
j=1
∑
k<j
1
|x¯k− x¯j | +
N∑
m=1
∑
n<m
ZnZm
|xn−xm| −
J∑
j=1
N∑
n=1
Zn
|xn− x¯j | .
(2.3)
Here Zn denotes the charge of the nth nucleus and x¯
j ∈R3 the coordinate of the elec-
tron j. The external potentials Vb :R
3N→R and vb :R3N ×R3J→R make the system
confined and do not perturb the system far away from the boundary by the assumptions
vb(x,x¯) :=
J∑
j=1
h(|x¯j−x0|),
h(y)→∞ as y→∞,
h(y)=0 for |y|≤C,
Vb(x)→∞ as |x|→∞,
Vb(x)=0 for |x|≤C,
(2.4)
with a large constant C, where x0 :=
∑N
n=1x
n/N and h :R→R is a given smooth func-
tion.
We now show how the summation over all particles in the definition of the potential
operator (2.3) can be rearranged into a sum over contributions from each nucleus
Wˆ =
N∑
n=1
Wˆn. (2.5)
We partition the electron index set E ≡{1, . . .,J} into disjoints subsets En, n=1, . . .,N
such that
⋃N
n=1En=E and the number of elements in En is equal to Zn, i.e., #En=Zn.
For the ease of exposition we assume charge neutrality of the electron-nuclei system.
Using this partitioning we define
Wˆn(x,x¯)=−1
2
∑
k∈En
∆x¯k+
1
2
∑
ℓ∈En
∑
k 6=ℓ
1
|x¯k− x¯ℓ|+
1
2
∑
m 6=n
ZnZm
|xn−xm| −
J∑
k=1
Zn
|xn− x¯k| , (2.6)
where the terms including the sums in En correspond to the electron kinetic energy and
electron-electron repulsion for electrons associated with the nucleus n.
2.2. The electronic operator
The electron eigenvalue problem takes the form
(Wˆ +vb)Ψk=λkΨk , (2.7)
with each function Ψk in the anti-symmetric wave function subspace of L
2, based on x¯
and the electron spin coordinates. Since Wˆ +vb depends on the nuclei coordinate x only
parametrically, the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues will depend on x. We will see that the
eigenvalues λk, k=1, . . . will be the potentials for the nuclei dynamics which determine
the molecular dynamics. The work [4–6, 14] use the explicit pair interactions of their
potentials to define the energy related to each particle and to treat the conservation of
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total momentum. Our ab initio potentials λk are not given by pair interactions. To
derive the conservation laws from the quantum mechanical formulation (2.1), we will
in particular use two properties of the electron eigenvalue problem (2.11), namely its
invariance with respect to translations and rotations in R3 and its construction by pair
interactions.
2.2.1. Rotational invariance We note that Wˆ +vb is invariant with respect to
the affine transformations defined by
(x1, . . . ,xN ,x¯1, . . . , x¯J ) 7→ (Qx1+α,...,QxN +α,Qx¯1+α,...,Qx¯J+α),
where Q∈O(3) is an orthogonal transformation of R3 and α∈R3 a translation, i.e.,
(Wˆ +vb)(x,x¯)= (Wˆ +vb)(Qx
1+α,... ,QxN +α,Qx¯1+α,...,Qx¯J+α).
Therefore also the eigenvalues λk and eigenfunctions are invariant with respect to such
translations and orthogonal transformations.
2.2.2. Partition of the energy We define the potential energy related to the
nucleus n as
λnk (x)=
〈
Ψk(x),
(
Wˆn+
vb
N
)
(x)Ψk(x)
〉
e
. (2.8)
Here we denote by 〈u,w〉e=
∑
σ¯∈Σ¯
∫
R3J
u∗(x¯,σ¯)w(x¯,σ¯)dx¯ the scalar product on the
Hilbert space L2(R3J× Σ¯) of electron states. This definition can be motivated by stan-
dard perturbation analysis, see [8]: A small perturbation w of the potential Wˆ +vb
yields to leading order that the kth eigenvalue λk=
〈
Ψk,(Wˆ +vb)Ψk
〉
e
is perturbed
to 〈Ψk,
(
Wˆ +vb+w
)
Ψk〉. The energy related to the particle n, for eigenvalue k, can
therefore be viewed as the difference of λk and the kth eigenvalue for the perturbed
potential Wˆ +vb−(Wˆn+vb/N), which corresponds to removing particle n and its elec-
trons and the fraction 1/N of the external potential vb. This perturbed eigenvalue is,
to the leading order, 〈
Ψk,
(
Wˆ +vb−(Wˆn+vb/N)
)
Ψk
)〉
e
,
which leads to the definition in (2.8). Property (2.6) and (2.8) imply that for all k
λk=
N∑
n=1
λnk . (2.9)
In the introductory Section 3 we will consider only one energy surface, often the
ground state λ1(x), and therefore we drop the index k there, and use the notation
λ :=λk for a given fixed k. In Section 5 we use all electron eigenvalues λk, k=1, . . .d,
to establish molecular dynamics representations of the stress tensor and the heat flux.
2.2.3. Reduction to finite dimensional electron space and regularization
of the electron operator
To obtain the classical limits in Section 5 we first regularize the electron operator
Wˆ +vb by replacing all Coulomb terms 1/|z| in ν by 1/
√
|z|2+δa, with a positive con-
stant δa> 0. We note that this regularization preserves the translation and rotation
invariance. Then we introduce a finite dimensional approximation V of Wˆ +vb in the
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anti-symmetric electronic wave function space (including also the spin coordinates) by
applying a projection onto the finite-dimensional subspace of L2(R3J× Σ¯) spanned by
the eigenfunctions {Ψ1, . . . ,Ψd} of the regularized Hamiltonian Wˆ +vb, with the corre-
sponding eigenvalues {λ1, . . . ,λd}, as
V ψ=
d∑
k=1
λkΨk 〈Ψk,ψ〉e ,
V nψ=
d∑
k=1
λnkΨk 〈Ψk,ψ〉e ,
(2.10)
for any wave function ψ∈L2(R3J× Σ¯). Since we have vb(x,x¯)→∞ as |x¯|→∞ for given
x and the potential part in Wˆ +vb is locally integrable with respect to x¯, the spectrum
of Wˆ +vb is discrete, see [12].
The motivation to introduce the reduction (2.10) to a smooth d×d matrix with
distinct eigenvalues is that we then have a precise result of the approximation of quantum
observables by molecular dynamics, in particular Theorem 5.1 proved in [7]. Thus Wˆ +
vb is approximated by a Hermitian matrix-valued operator V :R
3N→Cd×d by (2.10).
We assume that the eigenvalues λ1(x),λ2(x), . . . ,λd(x) of this matrix-valued potential
V (x), i.e., solutions
V (x)ψk(x)=λk(x)ψk(x), for all x∈R3N , (2.11)
satisfy
λ1(x)<λ2(x)<...<λd(x), (2.12)
λ1(x)+Vb(x)→∞ as |x|→∞, (2.13)
λd(x)→∞ as d→∞, (2.14)
{λk}dk=1 depend continuously on δa as δa→0+. (2.15)
The first assumption is in order to have differentiable eigenvectors, the second condition
implies that the system is confined, with respect to the nuclei, and the third condition
is used to have a discrete spectrum of Wˆ +vb and ensure that V is a consistent approx-
imation of Wˆ +vb.
In general, nuclei positions x where electron eigenvalues coincide, e.g. points x
where λ1(x)=λ2(x), form a co-dimension two set in R
3N . Such points include so-called
conical intersections which are difficult to handle in the classical limit and they are not
included in Theorem 5.1. Section 5.4 describes how an extension of Theorem 5.1 to
include conical intersection could be possible.
2.3. The conservation laws
The conservation laws or balance laws for mass, momentum and energy, based
on the density ρ :R3× [0,∞)→ [0,∞), velocity u :R3× [0,∞)→R3 and energy density
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E :R3× [0,∞)→R, take the form
∂tρ(y,t)+
3∑
ℓ=1
∂yℓ
(
ρ(y,t)uℓ(y,t)
)
=0 ,
∂t
(
ρ(y,t)uj(y,t)
)
+
3∑
ℓ=1
∂yℓ
(
ρ(y,t)uj(y,t)uℓ(y,t)−σℓj(y,t)
)
=Fj(y,t),
∂tE(y,t)+
3∑
ℓ=1
∂yℓ
(
E(y,t)uℓ(y,t)+qℓ(y,t)−
3∑
j=1
σℓj(y,t)uj(y,t)
)
=P (y,t),
(2.16)
where σℓj :R
3× [0,∞)→R is the ℓj-component of the 3×3 stress tensor, qℓ :R3×
[0,∞)→R is the ℓ-th component of the heat flux, F :R3× [0,∞)→R3 is an external
force and P :R3× [0,∞)→R is an external energy source. The purpose of this work is
to derive these conservation/balance laws from microscopic dynamical systems. First
we consider classical systems and then quantum systems.
3. The conservation laws derived from classical particle dynamics
In this section we consider a system of N classical particles, where each particle has
massMn, position coordinate x
n and momentum coordinate pn, n=1, . . .,N . We use the
notation x=(x1,x2,x3, . . . ,xN ) and p=(p1,p2,p3, . . . ,pN ). The position coordinates x :
[0,∞)→R3N and momentum coordinates p : [0,∞)→R3N satisfy the classical equations
of motion given by the Hamiltonian
H(x,p)=
N∑
n=1
1
2Mn
|pn|2+λ(x)+Vb(x), (3.1)
where λ :R3N→R is a given interaction potential which we relate to the potential en-
ergy surface, i.e. an eigenvalue λk(x) in (2.11), in the next section and Vb :R
3→R is
the external potential. Thus the evolution of the system is given by the solution of
Newtonian dynamics
x˙nt =
1
Mn
pnt , n=1, . . .,N
p˙t=−∇λ(xt)−∇Vb(xt),
where xnt ∈R3 and pnt ∈R3 is the position and momentum, respectively, of the particle
n at time t. The given potential λ :R3N→R is assumed to be invariant under the
Euclidean group of transformations of R3, i.e. λ(x1, . . . ,xN )=λ(Qx1+α,...,QxN +α)
for any orthogonal 3×3 matrix Q and any translation α∈R3. The following lemma will
be used to represent the potential λ as a function of pairwise distances between particles
rather than the positions of each particle. It shows that there is a transformation in the
Euclidean group, which consists of isometries, that maps all elements of one point set
to another point set, provided the distances between points in both sets coincide.
Lemma 3.1. If the two sets of points {xi}Ni=1 and {yi}Ni=1, where xi,yi∈R3, satisfy
rij = |xi−xj |= |yi−yj| for 1≤ i,j≤N , then there exist an orthogonal matrix Q∈R3×3
and a translation vector α∈R3 such that xi=Qyi+α for 1≤ i≤N .
Proof. Let x¯i :=xi−x1, y¯i= yi−y1, for 1≤ i≤N . If x¯i= y¯i=0, for all 1≤ i≤N ,
then clearly the claim in the theorem is true. If not, let i1 be an index such that
x¯i1 6=0 (which also implies that y¯i1 6=0). Let Q1,Q2∈R3×3 be two orthogonal matrices
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such that Q1x¯
i1 and Q2y¯
i1 both lie on the first positive coordinate axis. Then clearly
Q1x¯
i1 =Q2y¯
i1 .
Define x¯i :=Q1x¯
i and y¯i :=Q2y¯
i for all 1≤ i≤N . If all x¯i and y¯i lie on the first
coordinate axis then x¯i= y¯i, for 1≤ i≤N , since every x¯i and y¯i have the same distance
to x¯1 in the origin, and x¯i1 . Assume now that there exists an index i2 such that x¯
i2
does not lie on the first coordinate axis. Since x¯i2 and y¯i2 have the same distance to
x¯1 and x¯i1 , also y¯i2 does not lie on the first coordinate axis. Let Q3,Q4∈R3×3 be two
orthogonal matrices that are rotations around the first coordinate axis such that Q3x¯
i2
and Q4y¯
i2 are both in the “positive xy-plane”, i.e. given as (a,b,0) for b> 0. This makes
Q3x¯
i2 =Q4y¯
i2 since the points are on the same distance to x¯1 and x¯i1 .
Define ¯¯xi :=Q3x¯
i and ¯¯yi :=Q4y¯
i for all 1≤ i≤N . Since the points ¯¯xi and ¯¯yi have
the same distance to the points ¯¯x1, ¯¯xi1 , and ¯¯xi2 , that all lie in the plane spanned by the
first two coordinate directions, but not all of them on a straight line, we must either
have that ¯¯xi= ¯¯yi or ¯¯xi=Q ¯¯yi, for the reflection in the xy-plane Q=
(1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 −1
)
. There
cannot be two points ¯¯xi and ¯¯xj that do not lie in the xy-plane and satisfy ¯¯xi= ¯¯yi and
¯¯xj =Q ¯¯yj, since then ¯¯xj and ¯¯yj would be on different distance from ¯¯xi= ¯¯yi.
Hence either ¯¯xi= ¯¯yi for all 1≤ i≤N , or ¯¯xi=Q ¯¯yi for all 1≤ i≤N . Since ¯¯xi are
obtained from xi by the same set of translations and multiplications by orthogonal
matrices for all 1≤ i≤N , and likewise for ¯¯yi, the proof is complete.
To handle conservation of total momentum we will use Newtons third law for pair
interactions and we follow the construction in [1] to determine pair interactions in a
general potential that is invariant with respect to translations and orthogonal trans-
formations in R3: knowing all N(N−1)/2 pair distances r := (r12,r13, . . . ,rN−1N ) :=
(|x1−x2|, |x1−x3|, . . . , |xN−1−xN |) determines x up to a translation and orthogonal
transformation in R3 and since λ(x) remains the same for such translations and orthog-
onal transformations the potential is determined by all pair distances, i.e.
λ(x)=: λ˜(r(x)). (3.2)
We will use the partial derivatives ∂rjk λ˜(r
12,r13, . . . ,rN−1N ) . Not all r∈RN(N−1)/2
correspond to particle positions x∈R3N and there are N(N−1)/2 partial derivatives
∂rjk λ˜(r) while the gradient ∇λ(x) only has 3N components. Therefore the partial
derivatives ∂rjk λ˜(r) are not uniquely defined by ∇λ(x). Section 7 shows how to deter-
mine ∂rjk λ˜(r).
To define the observables for density, momentum and energy and their dependence
on the space coordinate y∈R3 we use a non-negative smooth mollifier η :R3→R, η∈
C∞(R3), with a compact support, satisfying∫
R3
η(y)dy=1 ,
η(y)≥ 0 , η(y)= η(−y), for all y∈R3,
η(y)=0 , for |y|>ǫ.
The macroscopic density ρ :R3× [0,∞)→R is defined by the particle system as
ρ(y,t)=
∫
R6N
∑
n
Mnη(y−xnt )f(x0,p0)dx0dp0 ,
where xnt is a function of the initial condition (x0,p0), and f :R
6N→ [0,∞) is a given
initial particle distribution function normalized so that
∫
R6N
f(x0,p0)dx0dp0=1. Irving
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and Kirkwood, [5], use this definition with η equal to a point mass and a general initial
distribution f . Noll, [14], formulates the integration with respect to point masses in
terms of the one-point and two-point density correlations functions instead and provides
precise conditions for the validity of the derivation. Hardy, [4], uses the mollifier η but
not the integration over the initial particle distribution.
3.1. The conservation of mass Let z0=(x0,p0) denote the phase-space coor-
dinate in R6N and x ·y=∑3i=1xiyi the Euclidean scalar product in R3. Differentiation
of the density implies
∂tρ(y,t)=−
∫
R6N
N∑
n=1
Mnx˙
n
t ·∇η(y−xnt )f(z0)dz0
=−
∫
R6N
N∑
n=1
pnt ·∇η(y−xnt )f(z0)dz0
(3.3)
and by defining the velocity u :R3× [0,∞)→R3 as
ρ(y,t)u(y,t) :=
∫
R6N
N∑
n=1
η(y−xnt )pnt f(z0)dz0 (3.4)
we obtain the conservation law for the mass
∂tρ(y,t)+
3∑
k=1
∂yk
(
ρ(y,t)uk(y,t)
)
=0 .
3.2. The conservation of momentum Differentiation of the momentum yields
∂t
(
ρ(y,t)u(y,t)
)
=−
∫
R6N
N∑
n=1
M−1n p
n
t ·∇η(y−xnt )pnt f(z0)dz0
−
∫
R6N
N∑
n=1
η(y−xnt )∇xnλ(xt)f(z0)dz0
−
∫
R6N
N∑
n=1
η(y−xnt )∇xnVb(xt)f(z0)dz0 .
In order to write the second term as a divergence term we follow Noll’s, [14], and Hardy’s
method, [4], based on identifying gradients with respect to pair distances and converting
the difference in η at the the corresponding point to a gradient term: the combination
of the pair distance derivative, using the definition of λ˜ in (3.2),
N∑
n=1
η(y−xn)∇xnλ=
∑
n
∑
j<k
η(y−xn)∂rjk λ˜(r)∇xn(|xj−xk|)
=
∑
n<k
(
η(y−xn)−η(y−xk))∂rnk λ˜(r)∇xn(|xn−xk|) (3.5)
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and the difference at the corresponding points
η(y−xn)−η(y−xk)=
∫ 1
0
d
ds
η
(
y−sxn−(1−s)xk)ds
=
∫ 1
0
(xk−xn) ·∇η(y−sxn−(1−s)xk)ds
=−divy
∫ 1
0
η
(
y−sxn−(1−s)xk)(xn−xk)ds
(3.6)
shows that∑
n
η(y−xn)∇xnλ=−divy
(∑
n<k
∫ 1
0
η(y−sxn−(1−s)xk)(xn−xk)ds
)
×∂rnk λ˜(r)∇xn |xn−xk| .
We conclude that the following conservation law for the momentum holds
∂t
(
ρ(y,t)uj(y,t)
)
=−
3∑
ℓ=1
∂yℓ
∫
R6N
N∑
n=1
M−1n η(y−xnt )pnj (t)pnℓ (t)f(z0)dz0
+
3∑
ℓ=1
∂yℓ
∫
R6N
∑
n<k
∫ 1
0
η(y−sxnt −(1−s)xkt )(xnℓ (t)−xkℓ (t))ds
×∂rnk λ˜∂xnj (|xnt −xkt |)f(z0)dz0 .
−
∫
R6N
N∑
n=1
η(y−xnt )∇xnVb(xt)f(z0)dz0 .
(3.7)
To write the conservation law for momentum in the form (2.16) we follow the steps
in [14]. Let
vnt :=
pnt
Mn
−u(y,t)
where by (3.4)
u(y,t)=
∫
R6N
∑N
n=1η(y−xnt )pnt f(z0)dz0∫
R6N
∑N
n=1Mnη(y−xnt )f(z0)dz0
.
Definition (3.4) implies ∫
R6N
N∑
n=1
Mnη(y−xnt )vnt f(z0)dz0=0
so that the first integral in (3.7) satisfies∫
R6N
N∑
n=1
M−1n η(y−xnt )pnj (t)pnℓ (t)f(z0)dz0
=
∫
R6N
N∑
n=1
Mnη(y−xnt )
(
vnj (t)v
n
ℓ (t)+uj(t)v
n
ℓ (t)+v
n
j (t)uℓ(t)+uj(t)uℓ(t)
)
f(z0)dz0
=
∫
R6N
N∑
n=1
Mnη(y−xnt )
(
vnj (t)v
n
ℓ (t)+uj(t)uℓ(t)
)
f(z0)dz0 .
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The conservation law for the momentum can therefore be formulated as
∂t
(
ρ(y,t)uj(y,t)
)
+
3∑
ℓ=1
∂yℓ
(
ρ(y,t)uj(y,t)uℓ(y,t)−σℓj(y,t)
)
=Fj(y,t),
where
σℓj(y,t) :=
∫
R6N
σ˜ℓj(xt,pt;y,t)f(x0,p0)dx0dp0 ,
σ˜ℓj(x,p;y,t) :=−
N∑
n=1
Mnη(y−xn)vnj vnℓ
+
∑
n<k
∫ 1
0
η(y−sxn−(1−s)xk)(xnℓ −xkℓ )ds
×∂rnk λ˜∂xnj (|xn−xk|),
(3.8)
defines the stress tensor using vn=M−1n p
n−u(y,t), and
F (y,t) :=−
∫
R6N
N∑
n=1
η(y−xnt )∇xnVb(xt)f(z0)dz0 (3.9)
defines the macroscopic external force.
3.3. The conservation of energy In order to define the energy density we need
to define the potential energy related to each particle. In the case of pair potentials this
is straight forward by summing the pair potentials including the particle, as in [4,5,14].
Since we have a more general potential, which does not have to be a sum of pair
potentials, this step requires a new construction: here we use the potential energy λn,
related to the particle n, introduced in (2.8) and (2.9).
We define the energy density E :R3× [0,∞)→R by
E(y,t)=
∫
R6N
∑
n
η(y−xnt )
( |pnt |2
2Mn
+λn(xt)
)
f(x0,p0)dx0dp0
and differentiate it to obtain
∂tEt(y,t)=−
∫
R6N
∑
n
M−1n p
n
t ·∇η(y−xnt )
( |pn|2
2Mn
+λn(xt)
)
f(x0,p0)dx0dp0
−
∫
R6N
∑
n
M−1n η(y−xnt )pnt ·∇xn
(
λ(xt)+Vb(xt)
)
f(x0,p0)dx0dp0
+
∫
R6N
∑
n,m
M−1m η(y−xnt )pmt ·∇xmλn(xt)f(x0,p0)dx0dp0 .
(3.10)
We have ∑
n
M−1n η(y−xnt )pnt ·∇xnλ(xt)=
∑
n,m
M−1n η(y−xnt )pnt ·∇xnλm(xt)
=
∑
n,m
M−1m η(y−xmt )pmt ·∇xmλn(xt),
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so the right hand side in (3.10) becomes
∂tE(y,t)=−
3∑
ℓ=1
∂yℓ
∫
R6N
∑
n
M−1n p
n
ℓ (t)η(y−xnt )
( |pn|2
2Mn
+λn(xt)
)
f(x0,p0)dx0dp0
+
∫
R6N
∑
n,m
(
η(y−xnt )−η(y−xmt )
)
(M−1m p
m
t ) ·∇xmλn(xt)f(x0,p0)dx0dp0
−
∫
R6N
∑
n
M−1n η(y−xnt )pnt ·∇xnVb(xt)f(x0,p0)dx0dp0 .
By using (3.6) we obtain the conservation law for the energy
∂tE(y,t)
=−
3∑
ℓ=1
∂yℓ
∫
R6N
∑
n
M−1n p
n
ℓ (t)η(y−xnt )
( |pn|2
2Mn
+λn(xt)
)
f(x0,p0)dx0dp0
−
3∑
ℓ=1
∂yℓ
∫
R6N
∑
n,m
∫ 1
0
η
(
y−xmt +s(xmt −xnt )
)
ds
(
xnℓ (t)−xmℓ (t)
)
×(M−1m pmt ) ·∇xmλn(xt)f(x0,p0)dx0dp0
−
∫
R6N
∑
n
M−1n η(y−xnt )pnt ·∇xnVb(xt)f(x0,p0)dx0dp0 .
(3.11)
In order to write the energy conservation in the standard form (2.16) we use
N∑
n=1
η(y−xn)(uℓ+vnℓ )
( |pn|2
2Mn
+λn(x)
)
=
N∑
n=1
η(y−xn)uℓ
( |pn|2
2Mn
+λn(x)
)
+
N∑
n=1
η(y−xn)vnℓ
(Mn|vn|2
2
+λn(x)
)
+
N∑
n=1
η(y−xn)Mnvnℓ
|u|2
2
+
N∑
n=1
η(y−xn)Mnvnℓ u ·vn .
The first term in the right hand side becomes E(y,t)uℓ(y,t) under the integration in
(3.11), and the last term is part of
∑
j σℓj(y,t)uj(y,t). The term including the factor
vnℓ |u|2 vanishes upon integration over the initial distribution due to the definition (3.4)
and the second term is included in the heat flux. The conservation of energy can
therefore be written
∂tE(y,t)+
3∑
ℓ=1
∂yℓ
(
E(y,t)uℓ(y,t)+qℓ(y,t)−
∑
j
σℓj(y,t)uj(y,t)
)
=P (y,t)
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where the heat flux is defined as
qℓ(y,t) :=
∫
R6N
q˜ℓ(xt,pt;y,t)f(x0,p0)dx0dp0 ,
q˜ℓ(x,p;y,t) :=
∑
n
vnℓ η(y−xn)
(Mn|vn|2
2
+λn(x)
)
+
∑
n,m
∫ 1
0
η
(
y−xm+s(xm−xn))ds(xnℓ −xmℓ )×
×
( pm
Mm
·∇xmλn(x)−
∑
j
uj(y,t)∂rnmλ
(
x(r12, . . .,rN−1N )
)
∂xnj |xn−xm|
)
,
(3.12)
and the external energy source as
P (y,t) :=−
∫
R6N
∑
n
M−1n η(y−xnt )pnt ·∇xnVb(xt)f(x0,p0)dx0dp0 . (3.13)
4. The conservation laws derived from quantum mechanics
Irving and Zwanzig [6] derived the conservation laws when the particle system
is modeled by the Schro¨dinger equation for a wave function Φ :R3(N+J)× [0,∞)→C
satisfying
i∂tΦ(x˜,t)= HˆΦ(x˜,t), (4.1)
with the Hamiltonian
Hˆ=−
N+J∑
n=1
1
2M˜n
∆x˜n+ν(x˜),
based on the nuclei and electron coordinates now written together as x˜=(x,x¯)∈R3(N+J)
with particle masses of nuclei and electrons denoted by M˜n=Mn, n=1, . . .N , and M˜n=
1, n=N+1, . . .N+J , as defined in (2.3). The wave function Φ is in an appropriate
subset of L2(R3(N+J)) taking anti-symmetry of electron coordinates into account. Irving
and Zwanzig used the Wigner function to establish correspondence between classical and
quantum observables.
We use instead the related Weyl quantization, which associates to a (Weyl) symbol
A :R6(N+J)→C, i.e., a classical observable A(x,x¯,p,p¯), an operator on L2(R3(J+N)), in
fact the Weyl quantization represents an isomorphism between L2(R3(J+N)) and the
space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators on L2(R3(J+N)). The Weyl quantized operator Aˆ
associated with the symbol A in the Schwartz space acting on a function φ∈L2(R3(J+N))
is defined by
Aˆφ(x˜)=
(
1
2π
)3(N+J)∫
R6(N+J)
ei(x˜−x˜
′)·p˜A(
1
2
(x˜+ x˜′), p˜)φ(x˜′)dx˜′dp˜ , (4.2)
and the definition is extended to more general symbols A by the standard density
arguments. For instance, quantization of the Hamiltonian symbol
H(x˜, p˜)=
N+J∑
n=1
|p˜n|2
2M˜n
+ν(x˜)
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yields the operator Hˆ .
We recall that the dependence on spin variables is only parametric and it does not
enter the quantization procedure since we consider observables and Hamiltonians that
do not depend on spin operators, for example modelling systems in absence of magnetic
fields, or spin orbit coupling interactions etc. Therefore we omit spin variables σ, σ¯
in the notation. However, we note that the scalar product of wave functions φ, ψ∈
L2(R3(J+N)×Σ× Σ¯) is 〈φ,ψ〉=∑σ∑σ¯ ∫L2(R3(J+N)×Σ×Σ¯)φ∗(x,σ,x¯,σ¯)ψ(x,σ,x¯,σ¯)dxdx¯.
The Schro¨dinger equation implies the evolution of the wave function Φ(·,t)=
e−itHˆΦ(·,0) and consequently an observable at time t defined by 〈Φ(·,t),AˆΦ(·,t)〉 satis-
fies
〈Φ(·,t),AˆΦ(·,t)〉= 〈Φ(·,0),eitHˆAˆe−itHˆΦ(·,0)〉.
By defining the evolution of observables as
Aˆt := e
itHˆAˆe−itHˆ (4.3)
differentiation implies the Heisenberg-von Neumann equation
∂tAˆt=i[Hˆ,Aˆt] ,
where [Bˆ,Cˆ]= BˆCˆ− CˆBˆ is the commutator. We also obtain
∂tAˆt=ie
itHˆ [Hˆ,Aˆ]e−itHˆ (4.4)
and Aˆ0= Aˆ. Let fˆ be the Weyl quantization of any initial classical density distribution
f :R6(N+J)→R. Section 6 presents a precise definition of a density symbol related to
the given initial data of the macroscopic density, momentum and energy. The Irving
and Zwanzig quantum density observable is then defined by the L2(R3(J+N)×Σ× Σ¯)
trace
ρ(y,t)=Tr(ρˆtfˆ)
:=
∞∑
j=1
〈Φj , ρˆtfˆΦj〉
(4.5)
where {Φj}∞j=1 is a basis of the subspace of L2(R3(N+J)×Σ× Σ¯) based on the symmetry
conditions of fermions and bosons and the density observable is the quantization of the
density symbol
ρˆ0=
(N+J∑
n=1
M˜nη(y− x˜n)
)̂
.
The quantum momentum and energy observables are analogously defined as
pˆ0=
(N+J∑
n=1
η(y− x˜n)p˜n)̂ ,
Eˆ0=
(N+J∑
n=1
η(y− x˜n)( |p˜n|2
2M˜n
+νn(x˜)
))̂
,
(4.6)
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where ν=
∑N+J
n=1 ν
n is a partition with the potential energy related to each particle,
analogous to (2.6), now defined as
νn(x,x¯)=
{
1
2
∑
m 6=n
ZnZm
|xn−xm|−
∑J
k=1
Zn
|xn−x¯k| for n≤N
1
2
∑
ℓ 6=n
1
|x¯n−x¯ℓ|
for n≥N+1.
Irving and Zwanzig observed the following crucial property.
Lemma 4.1. For any twice differentiable scalar symbol that is a polynomial of degree
two in the momentum variable
A(x˜, p˜) :=a0(x˜)+
N+J∑
n=1
an(x˜) · p˜n+
N+J∑
m,n=1
an,m(x˜)p˜
n · p˜m∈C (4.7)
there holds
i[Hˆ,Aˆ]=
(∇p˜H(x˜, p˜) ·∇x˜A(x˜, p˜)−∇x˜H(x˜, p˜) ·∇p˜A(x˜, p˜))̂
=:{H(x˜, p˜),A(x˜, p˜)}̂ ,
where a0(x˜)∈R,an(x˜)∈R3,an,m(x˜)∈R3×3. The result is also known in the mathemat-
ics literature, cf. [11, Remarks 2.6.9 and 2.7.6], and we include a proof of the lemma in
Section 4.1, since it is important for this work. The lemma shows that for a symbol that
is a polynomial of degree at most two in the momentum variable the quantum evolution
of the observable reduces to the classical evolution based on the Poisson bracket. The
quantum observables for density, momentum and energy are based precisely on symbols
which are degree zero, one and two, respectively, in the momentum variable. Irving and
Zwanzig therefore conclude that the quantum observables satisfy analogous conserva-
tion laws as those for classical particle dynamics, namely: differentiation of the density
and using (4.4), Lemma 4.1, and the definition of pˆ imply the conservation of mass
∂tρ(y,t)=Tr
(
∂tρˆtfˆ
)
=Tr
(
eitHˆ i[Hˆ,ρˆ0]e
−itHˆ fˆ
)
=Tr
(
eitHˆ{H,ρ0}̂e−itHˆ fˆ
)
=−Tr(eitHˆdivy pˆ0e−itHˆ fˆ)
=−div
(
Tr
(
pˆtfˆ
))
,
(4.8)
where the first equality follows by the definition of the macroscopic density (4.5), the
second by the Heisenberg-von Neumann dynamics of quantum observables (4.4), the
third by Lemma 4.1, the forth by {H,ρ0}=−
∑
n∇η(y−xn)pn=−divyp0 using (4.6)
and the fifth by the definition of quantum time evolution (4.3).
Similarly differentiation of the momentum and energy establish the conservation
laws for the momentum
∂tTr
(
pˆtfˆ
)
=−
3∑
ℓ=1
∂yℓTr
(( N∑
n=1
M˜−1n η(y− x˜n)p˜np˜nℓ
+
∑
n
∑
m
∫ 1
0
η
(
y−sx˜n−(1−s)x˜m)(x˜nℓ − x˜mℓ )ds
×∂rnmν
(
x˜(r12, . . . ,rN+J−1N+J )
)∇x˜n |x˜n− x˜m|)̂
t
fˆ
)
(4.9)
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and the energy
∂tTr
(
Eˆtfˆ
)
=−
3∑
ℓ=1
∂yℓTr
((∑
n
M˜−1n p˜
n
ℓ η(y− x˜n)
( |p˜n|2
2M˜n
+νn(x˜)
)
+
∑
n,m
∫ 1
0
η
(
y− x˜m+s(x˜m− x˜n))ds(x˜nℓ − x˜mℓ )(M˜−1m p˜m) ·∇x˜mνn(x˜))̂
t
fˆ
)
.
(4.10)
4.1. Proof of Lemma 4.1 We have the composition rule BˆCˆ= Dˆ where
D= e
i
2 (∇x˜′ ·∇p˜−∇x˜·∇p˜′ )B(x˜, p˜)C(x˜′, p˜′)
∣∣∣
x˜= x˜′
p˜= p˜′
=:B#C , (4.11)
see [20, Theorem 4.11]. Therefore
[Hˆ,Aˆ]= (H#A)̂−(A#H )̂
and, letting M˜ denote the diagonal matrix with M˜n in the diagonal, we obtain
(∇x˜ ·∇p˜′−∇x˜′ ·∇p˜)
(
H(x˜, p˜)A(x˜′, p˜′)−A(x˜, p˜)H(x˜′, p˜′))
=∇ν(x˜) ·∇p˜A(x˜′, p˜′)−M˜−1p˜ ·∇x˜A(x˜′, p˜′)
−∇x˜A(x˜, p˜) ·M˜−1p˜′+∇ν(x˜′) ·∇p˜A(x˜, p˜)
=∇ν(x˜) ·∇p˜A(x˜′, p˜′)+∇ν(x˜′) ·∇p˜A(x˜, p˜)
−M˜−1p˜ ·∇x˜A(x˜′, p˜′)−M˜−1p˜′ ·∇x˜A(x˜, p˜)=: I(x˜,x˜′, p˜, p˜′).
Evaluation at the point (x˜′, p˜′)= (x˜, p˜) yields
i2
2
(∇x˜′ ·∇p˜−∇x˜ ·∇p˜′)
(
H(x˜, p˜)A(x˜′, p˜′)−A(x˜, p˜)H(x˜′, p˜′))∣∣∣
x˜= x˜′
p˜= p˜′
= {H,A} .
The differentiation to the second order becomes
(∇x˜ ·∇p˜′−∇x˜′ ·∇p˜)I(x˜,x˜′, p˜, p˜′)=
∑
m,n
∂x˜m∂x˜nν(x˜)∂p˜m∂p˜nA(x˜
′, p˜′)
−
∑
m,n
∂x˜m∂x˜nν(x˜
′)∂p˜m∂p˜nA(x˜, p˜)
−
∑
n
M˜−1n ∂
2
x˜nA(x˜, p˜)
+
∑
n
M˜−1n ∂
2
x˜nA(x˜
′, p˜′) := II(x˜,x˜′, p˜, p˜′),
so that II(x˜,x˜, p˜, p˜)=0.
Since the symbol A is a polynomial of degree two in the momentum variable we
have
(∇x˜ ·∇p′−∇x˜′ ·∇p˜)II(x˜,x˜′, p˜, p˜′)=0
which together with the Taylor expansion of the exponential proves the lemma.
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4.2. Regularization of the observables The use of the semiclassical analysis
in the next section requires conditions on the observables, which are not satisfied for
η(y−xn). Therefore we replace in the proof of Theorem 5.2 the function η(y−xn) by
ηδp(y,x
n,pn) := η(y−xn)ζ(|pn|2) (4.12)
where ζ :R→ [0,∞) is a smooth cut-off function satisfying
ζ(q)=
{
1 for |q|< 1/δp,
0 for |q|> 2/δp,
for a small positive constant δp> 0 .
5. The classical limit of the quantum conservation laws This section first
extends the formulation of quantum conservation laws to the case with matrix valued
potentials in Subsection 5.1, and then in Subsection 5.2 this formulation is used to
derive molecular dynamics limits of the stress tensor and the heat flux consistent with
the quantum conservation laws as formulated in Theorem 5.2. Therefore we will redefine
the notation for the Hamiltonian H and rescale the Weyl quantization A 7→ Aˆ and the
composition operator #.
5.1. Quantum conservation laws with matrix valued potentials The aim
here is to consider the quantum evolution where the electron part is considered matrix
valued and the Weyl quantization is only in the nuclei part. For simplicity all nuclei
masses are assumed to be equal, Mn=M , and we assume that the nuclei electron mass
ratioM≫1 is large. The case with individual masses is treated by a change of variables
in Section 5.3. To obtain the classical molecular dynamics limit, as M→∞, we restrict
the electron operator to the finite dimensional d×d matrix V in (2.11). We also change
the time scale so that the nuclei dynamics has a limit, when M→∞, as follows: the
wave function related to (4.1) can be written as Φ :R3N × [0,∞)→Cd and it solves the
Schro¨dinger equation
i
M1/2
∂τΦ(x,τ)= HˆΦ(x,τ),
with the change of the time scale τ =M−1/2t. The classical limit obtained as M→∞
is well behaved in this time scale, in the sense that the nuclei move a distance of order
one in time one, as we shall see in Theorem 5.1. The Hamiltonian is now defined as
Hˆ=− 1
2M
∆xI+V (x)+Vb(x)I
with the Hermitian d×d matrix V defined in (2.10), the external potential Vb satisfying
(2.4) and I the d×d identity matrix. In this time scale the corresponding Heisenberg-von
Neumann equation takes the form
∂τ Aˆτ =iM
1/2[Hˆ,Aˆτ ]
for the d×d matrix valued symbol Aτ (x,p). This form of matrix valued symbols are
suitable for studying the M→∞ limit of the observables we have in the conservation
laws, since the corresponding Weyl quantizations are based on highly oscillatory Fourier
integral operators that only use the nuclei coordinates. We also assume that the eigen-
values λ1(x),λ2(x), . . . ,λd(x) of V (x), defined by (2.11), satisfy (2.12)-(2.15). The new
Weyl quantization takes the form
Aˆφ(x)=
(
M1/2
2π
)3N ∫
R3N
∫
R3N
eiM
1/2(x−y)·pA(
1
2
(x+y),p)φ(y)dpdy ,
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which differs from (4.2) by the scaling M1/2. Although this form of matrix valued
symbolsH and A is useful to obtain the classical limit asM→∞, matrix valued symbols
introduce a complication: the important property in Lemma 4.1 that the commutator
with respect to the conservation observables reduces to the quantization of the Poisson
bracket does not hold for matrix valued symbols, since these matrices do not commute
in general, unless the symbols are diagonal. A main tool to determine the classical limit
is therefore to diagonalize H and the observables Aτ in the conservation laws, based on
the composition operator #, as follows.
The symbol C for the product of two Weyl operators AˆBˆ= Cˆ is determined by
C(z,p)= e
i
2M1/2
(∇z′ ·∇p−∇z·∇p′ )A(z,p)B(z′,p′)
∣∣∣
z= z′
p= p′
=: (A#B)(z,p), (5.1)
see [20, Theorem 4.11] which now includes the scaling M1/2 as compared to (4.11).
Let Ψ :R3N→Cd2 satisfy that Ψ(x) is a unitary matrix for every x with the Hermitian
transpose Ψ∗(x), and define A¯ :R3N × [0,∞)→Cd2 by
Aˆτ =Ψ(x)
ˆ¯AτΨ
∗(x)
so that
ˆ¯Aτ =Ψ
∗(x)AˆτΨ(x).
Then
[Hˆ,Aˆτ ]=Ψ[Ψ
∗HˆΨ, ˆ¯Aτ ]Ψ
∗
and consequently
∂τ
ˆ¯Aτ =iM
1/2[Ψ∗HˆΨ, ˆ¯Aτ ] .
The composition rule (5.1) yields Ψ∗HˆΨ=(Ψ∗#H#Ψ)̂. The next step is to determine
Ψ so that
H¯ :=Ψ∗#H#Ψ
is diagonal or approximate diagonal. Having H¯ diagonal implies that
ˆ¯
H is diagonal and
then ˆ¯A remains diagonal if it is initially diagonal, since then
∂τ
ˆ¯Ajk(τ)= iM
1/2
( ˆ¯
Hjj
ˆ¯Ajk(τ)− ˆ¯Ajk(τ) ˆ¯Hkk
)
=0 , for j 6=k.
The composition rule (5.1) with
H(x,p)=
( |p|2
2
+Vb(x)
)
I+V (x)
implies that
H¯=Ψ∗#H#Ψ
=
( |p|2
2
+Vb(x)
)
I+Ψ∗VΨ+
1
4M
∇Ψ∗ ·∇Ψ
=Ψ∗
(( |p|2
2
+Vb(x)
)
I+V +
1
4M
Ψ∇Ψ∗ ·∇ΨΨ∗
)
Ψ ,
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as verified in [ [7], Lemma 3.1]. Therefore the aim is to choose the unitary matrix Ψ so
that it is an approximate solution to the nonlinear eigenvalue problem(
V +
1
4M
Ψ∇Ψ∗ ·∇ΨΨ∗)Ψ=ΨΛ¯ (5.2)
where Λ¯ is diagonal. A solution, Ψ, to this nonlinear eigenvalue problem is an O(M−1)
perturbation of the eigenvectors to V (x) provided the eigenvalues do not cross and M
is sufficiently large. The work [7, (3.18)] shows that (5.2) has an approximate solution
Ψ that satisfies (
V +
1
4M
Ψ∇Ψ∗ ·∇ΨΨ∗)Ψ=ΨΛ¯+O(M−2), (5.3)
with Λ¯ diagonal, based on the following iteration. Let Ψ0=[ψ1 ψ2 . . . ψd] be the matrix
of eigenvectors to V . The approximate eigenvectors Ψ are the normalized eigenvectors
of
V +
1
4M
Ψ0∇Ψ∗0 ·∇Ψ0Ψ∗0
and Λ¯ are the corresponding eigenvalues. Since regular perturbation theory shows ‖Ψ−
Ψ0‖C1(R3N )=O(M−1) we obtain
H¯(x,p)= H¯(x,p)+r0(x)
where the remainder d×d matrix r0(x) is small
‖r0‖L∞(RN )=O(M−2), (5.4)
with the diagonal matrix
H¯(x,p) :=
( |p|2
2
+Vb(x)
)
I+Λ¯(x). (5.5)
We also need a partition of the eigenvalues Λ¯=
∑N
n=1 Λ¯
n related to the potential
energy for each particle similar to (2.8), now including also the small nonlinear part.
In fact, also the nonlinear part has a natural composition into particle contributions,
now based on the sensitivity of the eigenvectors with respect to position xn. With V n
defined by (2.10) we have
V +
1
4M
Ψ∇Ψ∗ ·∇ΨΨ∗=
N∑
n=1
(
V n+
1
4M
Ψ∇xnΨ∗ ·∇xnΨΨ∗
)
and define for n=1, . . .,N
λ¯nk := 〈Ψk,(V n+
1
4M
Ψ∇xnΨ∗ ·∇xnΨΨ∗)Ψk〉,k=1, . . .,d,
Λ¯n=diag(λ¯n1 , . . . ,λ¯
n
d ),
(5.6)
which implies
λ¯k=
N∑
n=1
λ¯nk ,
Λ¯=
N∑
n=1
Λ¯nk .
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We will use the observables defining density, momentum and energy as follows. Let
ρ¯0(x,y)=
N∑
n=1
η(y−xn)I
and as before its time evolution is determined by the Heisenberg-von Neumann equation
∂τ ˆ¯ρτ = iM
1/2[
ˆ¯
H, ˆ¯ρτ ] ,
with the solution
ˆ¯ρτ = e
iτM1/2
ˆ¯
H ˆ¯ρ0e
−iτM1/2
ˆ¯
H ,
which shows that the time evolution also can be written as
∂τ ˆ¯ρτ =iM
1/2eiτM
1/2 ˆ¯H [
ˆ¯
H, ˆ¯ρ0]e
−iτM1/2
ˆ¯
H . (5.7)
The momentum and energy density symbols are defined as
p¯0=
N∑
n=1
η(y−xn)pnI ,
E¯0=
N∑
n=1
η(y−xn)( |pn|2
2
I+Λ¯n(x)
)
.
The next step is to derive the quantum conservation/balance laws by studying the
evalution of the observables for density, momentum and energy. Let fˆ =Ψ ˆ¯fΨ∗ be the
Weyl quantization of a given density symbol f¯(x,p)∈Rd×d as described precisely in
Section 6.
Lemma 5.1. Assume that the eigenvalues λk, k=1, . . .,d of V are distinct and there
are positive constants C and c such that∑
|α|≤2
‖∂αψk‖L2(R3N )+
∑
|α|≤2
‖∂αλk‖L2(R3N )+‖f¯‖L2(R6N )+‖ρ¯0‖L2(R6N )≤C ,
‖f¯‖L1(R6N )>c,
then
∂τTr(Ψˆ¯ρτΨ
∗fˆ)=∂τTr(ˆ¯ρτ
ˆ¯f),
∂τTr(ˆ¯ρτ
ˆ¯f)=−div(Tr(ˆ¯pτ ˆ¯f))+O(M−3/2)Tr( ˆ¯f), (5.8)
as M→∞. As compared to (4.8), the quantum continuity equation (5.8) includes a
O(M−3/2) remainder term, due to non perfect diagonalization in (5.3).
Proof. We have
[
ˆ¯
H, ˆ¯ρ0]= [
ˆ¯H, ˆ¯ρ0]+[rˆ0, ˆ¯ρ0],
where ‖r0‖L∞(R3N )=O(M−2) by (5.4).
The diagonal form of H¯ combined with the property that the symbols ρ¯0, p¯0, E¯0
and H¯ are polynomials of degree at most two as functions of the momentum coordinate
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imply by Lemma 4.1, rewritten in the new scaling, the reduction of the corresponding
quantum commutators to classical Poisson brackets. In the new scaling Lemma 4.1
takes the form: assume that H¯ and A¯ are diagonal matrices where each component of
A¯ is a polynomial of degree at most two in p, as in (4.7), then iM1/2[ ˆ¯H, ˆ¯A]= {H¯,A¯}̂ .
Therefore, we have as in (4.8)
iM1/2[ ˆ¯H, ˆ¯ρ0]= {H¯,ρ¯0}̂=−divy ˆ¯p0 ,
and by (5.7)
∂τ ˆ¯ρτ =−divy ˆ¯pτ +iM1/2eiτM
1/2 ˆ¯H [rˆ0, ˆ¯ρ0]e
−iτM1/2
ˆ¯
H . (5.9)
By taking the trace in (5.9) the conservation law for the mass becomes
∂τTr(Ψˆ¯ρτΨ
∗fˆ)=∂τTr(ˆ¯ρτΨ
∗fˆΨ)
=∂τTr(ˆ¯ρτ
ˆ¯f)
=−div(Tr(ˆ¯pτ ˆ¯f))+Tr(iM1/2eiτM1/2 ˆ¯H [rˆ0, ˆ¯ρ0]e−iτM1/2 ˆ¯H ˆ¯f) ,
(5.10)
The next step is to estimate the remainder term including r0. Cauchy’s inequality
in the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product Tr(Aˆ∗Bˆ) implies that the remainder term has the
estimate
|Tr(iM1/2eiτM1/2 ˆ¯H [rˆ0, ˆ¯ρ0]e−iτM1/2 ˆ¯H ˆ¯f)|
≤M1/2
(
Tr
(
[rˆ0, ˆ¯ρ0]
2
)
Tr
(
(e−iτM
1/2 ˆ¯H ˆ¯feiτM
1/2 ˆ¯H)∗e−iτM
1/2 ˆ¯H ˆ¯feiτM
1/2 ˆ¯H
))1/2
=M1/2
(
Tr([rˆ0, ˆ¯ρ0]
2)Tr
( ˆ¯f∗ ˆ¯f))1/2
=M1/2
(
Tr
(
(r0#ρ¯0− ρ¯0#r0 )̂ )2
)
Tr
( ˆ¯f∗ ˆ¯f))1/2 .
(5.11)
The Weyl quantization satisfies
Tr(Aˆ)=
(√
M
2π
)3N ∫
R6N
Tr
(
A(z)
)
dz ,
Tr(AˆBˆ)=
(√
M
2π
)3N ∫
R6N
Tr
(
A(z)B(z)
)
dz ,
where A(z)B(z) is the matrix product of the two d×d matrices A(z) and B(z), with
the second trace acting on matrices, see [16] and [7, Lemma 3.1]. This isometry be-
tween Hilbert-Schmidt operators and L2(R6N ,Cd×d) functions also extends the Weyl
quantization from symbols in the Schwartz class to L2(R6N ,Cd×d), see [16]. Lemma 5.2
implies
Tr
((
(r0#ρ¯0− ρ¯0#r0 )̂
)2)
=
(√
M
2π
)3N ∫
6N
Tr
(
(r0#ρ¯0− ρ¯0#r0)2
)
dz
≤ 4
(√
M
2π
)3N
‖r0‖2L∞(R3N )‖ρ¯0‖2L2(R6N )
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and we obtain by (5.4) and (5.11)
|Tr(iM1/2eiτM1/2 ˆ¯H [rˆ0, ˆ¯ρ0]e−iτM1/2 ˆ¯H ˆ¯f)|=O(M−3/2)Tr( ˆ¯f),
which by (5.10) and (5.11) proves the lemma.
The work [7, Lemma 3.11] proves
Lemma 5.2. Assume D :R6N→Cd×d belong to L2(R6N ) and A :R3N→Cd×d depends
only on the x-coordinate (or only on the p-coordinate) and is bounded in L∞(R3N ) then
‖A#D‖L2(R6N )≤‖A‖L∞(R3N )‖D‖L2(R3N ) ,
‖D#A‖L2(R6N )≤‖A‖L∞(R3N )‖D‖L2(R3N ) .
(5.12)
The conservation of momentum and energy are also based on the reduction from
commutators to Poisson brackets, in Lemma 4.1, as follows
∂τ ˆ¯pτ =−div
(∑
n
η(y−xn)pn⊗pnI)̂
τ
−div
(∑
n
∑
k
∫ 1
0
η
(
y−sxn−(1−s)xk)(xnℓ −xkℓ )ds
×∂rnkΛ¯n
(
x(r12, . . . ,rN−1N )
)∇xn |xn−xk|)̂
τ
−
(∑
n
η(y−xn)∇xnVb(x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:−F¯ (x,y)
)̂
τ
+iM1/2eiτM
1/2 ˆ¯H [rˆ0, ˆ¯p0]e
−iτM1/2
ˆ¯
H︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:R1
:=−div ˆ¯Sτ + ˆ¯Fτ +R1 ,
∂τ
ˆ¯Eτ =−div
(∑
n
η(y−xn)pn( |pn|2
2
I+Λ¯n(x)
))̂
τ
−div
(∑
n
∫ 1
0
η
(
y−xm+s(xm−xn))ds(xn−xm)pm ·∇xmΛ¯n))̂
τ
−
(∑
n
M−1n η(y−xn)pn ·∇xnVb(x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:−P¯ (x,y)
)̂
τ
+iM1/2eiτM
1/2 ˆ¯H [rˆ0,
ˆ¯E0]e
−iτM1/2
ˆ¯
H︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:R2
=:−div ˆ¯Qτ + ˆ¯Pτ +R2 .
(5.13)
As for the conservation of mass in Lemma 5.1 we obtain the conservation/balance law
for the momentum
∂τTr(Ψˆ¯pτΨ
∗fˆ)=−div(Tr(Ψ ˆ¯SτΨ∗fˆ))+Tr(Ψ ˆ¯FτΨ∗fˆ)+O(M−3/2)Tr( ˆ¯f), (5.14)
and the conservation/balance law for the energy
∂τTr(Ψˆ
ˆ¯Eτ Ψˆ
∗fˆ)=−div(Tr(Ψˆ ˆ¯Qτ Ψˆ∗fˆ))+Tr(Ψˆ ˆ¯Pτ Ψˆ∗fˆ)+O(M−3/2)Tr( ˆ¯f), (5.15)
provided p¯0,S¯0,F¯0,E¯0,Q¯0,P¯0 are all bounded in L
2(R6N ).
In Section 6 we will motivate an initial density fˆ =Ψˆ ˆ¯fΨˆ∗ as a local grand canonical
Gibbs density, where f¯ is diagonal, with the local temperature and chemical potential
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determined by the macroscopic density and energy. That is, fˆ is diagonalized by the
same transformation as Hˆ . The traces in the quantum conservation laws (5.8) (5.14)
and (5.15) can then be written as
Tr(Ψ ˆ¯AτΨ
∗fˆ)=Tr(Aˆτ fˆ)=Tr(
ˆ¯AτΨ
∗fˆΨ)=Tr( ˆ¯Aτ
ˆ¯f)
where A¯ is diagonal and equal to ρ¯, p¯,E¯,S¯ and Q¯, respectively. The next section presents
the classical limit of these traces.
5.2. The molecular dynamics limit of the quantum conservation laws
The work [7] proves in Theorem 3.7 the following which provides the classical limit
of the quantum observables in the conservation laws. A related result, with different
assumptions, is in [16]. The proof is based onWeyl’s law, see [7,16] namely that quantum
observables have the classical representation
Tr( ˆ¯A0
ˆ¯f)
Tr( ˆ¯f)
=
∑d
j=1
∫
R6N
A¯jj(0,z)f¯jj(z)dz∑d
j=1
∫
R6N
f¯jj(z)dz
(5.16)
for any A¯jj(0, ·)∈L2(R6N ) and f¯jj ∈L2(R6N )∩L1(R6N ).
Theorem 5.1. Assume that V satisfies the coercivity condition (2.13), the d×d matri-
ces A¯0 and f¯ are diagonal, the d×d matrix-valued Hamiltonian H has distinct eigen-
values, and that there is a constant C such that∑
|α|≤2
‖∂αxψk‖L∞(R3N )≤C , k=1, . . .,d,
max
i
∑
|α|≤3
‖∂αx ∂xiλj‖L∞(R3N )≤C ,∑
|α|≤3
‖∂αz A¯jj(0, ·)‖L2(R6N )≤C ,
‖f¯‖L2(R6N )≤C ,
hold, then there is a constant c, depending on C, such that the canonical ensemble
average satisfies the error estimate∣∣∣Tr( ˆ¯Aτ ̂¯f)
Tr(̂¯f) −
d∑
j=1
∫
R6N
A¯jj(0,z
j
τ (z0))f¯jj(z0)∑d
k=1
∫
R6N
f¯kk(z)dz
dz0
∣∣∣≤ cM−1 ,
as the mass ratio M→∞, where zjτ =(xτ ,pτ ) is the solution to the Hamiltonian system
x˙τ =pτ
p˙τ =−∇λ¯j(xτ )−∇Vb(xτ ), τ > 0 ,
(5.17)
based on the Hamiltonian H¯jj(z)= |p|2/2+ λ¯j(x)+Vb(x), with initial data (x0,p0)= z0.
We note that the classical limit can be written
d∑
j=1
∫
R6N
A¯jj
(
0,zjτ(z0)
)
f¯jj(z0)∑d
k=1
∫
R6N
f¯kk(z)dz
dz0=
d∑
j=1
∫
R6N
q∗j A¯jj
(
0,zjτ (z0)
) f¯jj(z0)∫
R6N
f¯jj(z)dz
dz0
where the probability, q∗j , to be in electron state j is
q∗j :=
∫
R6N
f¯jj(z)dz∑d
k=1
∫
R6N
f¯kk(z′)dz′
, j=1, . . .,d. (5.18)
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To apply Theorem 5.1 to the quantum observables (5.8), (5.14) and (5.15) for macro-
scopic density, momentum and energy the momentum variable η needs to be regularized,
since e.g. the momentum symbol p¯0=
∑
nη(y−xn)pnI is not in L2(R6N ). Therefore we
regularize all symbols by replacing η(y−xn) by ηδp := η(y−xn)ζ(|pn|2), given in (4.12),
and denote the quantum observables using ηδp instead of η in (5.8), (5.14) and (5.15)
as Tr(ˆ¯ρτ
ˆ¯f)δp (replacing Tr(ˆ¯ρτ
ˆ¯f) and similarly for the other observables).
Assumption 5.1. Assume that, for any regularization δa and dimension d, the quantum
observables
Tr(ˆ¯ρτ
ˆ¯f)δp ,Tr(ˆ¯pτ
ˆ¯f)δp ,Tr(
ˆ¯Sτ
ˆ¯f)δp ,Tr(
ˆ¯Fτ
ˆ¯f)δp ,Tr(
ˆ¯Eτ
ˆ¯f)δp ,Tr(
ˆ¯Qτ
ˆ¯f)δp ,Tr(
ˆ¯Pτ
ˆ¯f)δp (5.19)
and their derivatives with respect to τ and y have limits as δp→0+, with the limits
based on η= η0.
Theorem 5.1 and the assumed continuous dependence on the regularization param-
eters can be used to show a consistency result, namely that as the nuclei electron mass
ratio M tends to infinity in the quantum conservation laws (5.8), (5.14) and (5.15),
using the splitting pnτ = v
n
τ +u(y,τ) for the fluxes S¯ and Q¯, we obtain the following limit
in the form of a macroscopic conservation/balance law based on a certain stress tensor
and heat flux defined by molecular dynamics including several electron eigenvalues. We
note that the diagonal terms in the flux terms S¯ and Q¯ are the same as in the classical
dynamics (3.7) and (3.11).
Theorem 5.2. Assume that the approximate electron operator V satisfies(2.12)-(2.15)
and Assumption 5.1 and the assumptions in Theorem 5.1 hold, with A¯ diagonal and
equal to ρ¯0, p¯0,E¯0,S¯0 and Q¯0, then as the nuclei-electron mass ratio M→∞ the quantum
conservation laws (5.8), (5.14) and (5.15) have a classical molecular dynamics limit that
satisfies
∂τρ(y,t)+
3∑
ℓ=1
∂yℓ
(
ρ(y,t)uℓ(y,τ)
)
=0 ,
∂τ
(
ρ(y,τ)uj(y,τ)
)
+
3∑
ℓ=1
∂yℓ
(
ρ(y,τ)uj(y,τ)uℓ(y,τ)−σℓj(y,τ)
)
=Fj(y,t),
∂τE(y,τ)+
3∑
ℓ=1
∂yℓ
(
E(y,τ)uℓ(y,τ)+qℓ(y,τ)−
∑
j
σℓj(y,τ)uj(y,τ)
)
=P (y,t),
(5.20)
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where
ρ(y,τ)=
∞∑
j=1
q∗j
∫
R6N
ρ¯jj(z
j
τ ,y)f¯jj(z0)dz0 ,
u(y,τ)=
∑
j
q∗j
∫
R6N
p¯jj(z
j
τ ,y)f¯jj(z0)dz0/ρ(y,τ),
E(y,τ)=
∑
j
q∗j
∫
R6N
E¯jj(z
j
τ ,y)f¯jj(z0)dz0 ,
σ(y,τ)=
∑
j
q∗j
∫
R6N
σ¯(zjτ ;y,τ)f¯jj(z0)dz0 ,
q(y,τ)=
∑
j
q∗j
∫
R6N
q¯(zjτ ;y,τ)f¯jj(z0)dz0 ,
F (y,τ)=
∑
j
q∗j
∫
R6N
F¯ (zjτ ,y,τ)f¯jj(z0)dz0 ,
P (y,τ)=
∑
j
q∗j
∫
R6N
P¯ (zjτ ,y,τ)f¯jj(z0)dz0 ,
q∗j =
∫
R6N
f¯jj(z)dz∑∞
k=1
∫
R6N
f¯kk(z′)dz′
,
(5.21)
and σ¯(zj ;y,τ) and q¯(zj ;y,τ) are defined in (3.8) and (3.12), respectively, now using
λ= λ¯j, and the matrix valued symbols
ρ¯0=
∑
n
η(y−xn)I ,
p¯0=
∑
n
η(y−xn)pnI ,
E¯0=
∑
n
η(y−xn)( |pn|2
2
I+Λ¯n(x)
)
,
F¯0=
∑
n
η(y−xn)∇xnVb(x)I ,
P¯0=
∑
n
M−1n η(y−xn)pn ·∇xnVb(x)I .
(5.22)
Proof. The quantum observables (5.19), based on the approximate electron operator
V with finite d and positive parameter δa, satisfy the assumptions in Theorem 5.1 with
η regularized as ηδp . These regularized quantum observables therefore have a classical
limit as M→∞: given small positive (δa,δp) and large finite d,M , the leading order
terms in the classical approximation is by Theorem 5.1 arbitrary close to the terms in
(5.21) while the error term c/M can be made sufficiently small using sufficiently large
M .
To verify that the observables satisfy the conservation laws, we need to take the
limit δp→0+ in both the quantum observables (5.19) and the leading order classical
term (5.21), since the quantum conservation laws (5.8), (5.14) and (5.15) are given
with δp=0. As δp→0+, the regularized observables in (5.19), based on the positive δa,
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converge by Assumption 5.1 to the observables that satisfy the conservation laws (5.8),
(5.14) and (5.15). Combined with the continuous dependence on δp→0+ in the leading
order terms of the molecular dynamics approximation (5.21) we obtain the consistency
results (5.20)-(5.22).
The result of Theorem 5.2 still depends on the regularization parameters δa and d,
while the ab initio model corresponds to δa=0 and d=∞. The molecular dynamics
observables in Theorem 5.2 are consistent with the ab initio quantum model in the sense
that if the molecular dynamics observables in Theorem 5.2 and the M→∞ limits of
the quantum observables in (5.19) have limits as δa→0+ and d→∞, with the limits
based on δa=0 and d=∞, then the corresponding molecular dynamics and quantum
limits are equal.
Theorem 5.2 proves in particular that the observables are determined by a weighted
average with the probability q∗j to be in state j. Using this probability model, the
conservation laws (5.20) are consistent with the derivation of the conservation laws
from the classical dynamics in Section 3.
5.3. General nuclei masses The general case of individual nuclei masses and a
diagonal mass matrix M can be treated by rescaling the nuclei position coordinates as
M
1/2
1 x
′=M1/2x, which transforms the Hamiltonian into
−(2M1)−1I∆x′+V (M1/21 M−1/2x′)+Vb(M1/21 M−1/2x′).
In these transformed coordinates the classical limit is by Theorem 5.1 based on
Lemma 4.1 applied to {H¯(x′,p′),A¯(x(x′),p(p′))} with A¯ given by the conserva-
tion variables (5.22), which take the form {H¯jj(x′,p′),A¯jj
(
x(x′),p(p′)
)}= {|p|2/2+
M1M
−1λ¯j(x),A¯jj(x,p)} in the original variables. Therefore the transformed Hamil-
tonian system
x˙′τ =p
′
τ
p˙′τ =−∇x′λ¯j
(
xτ (x
′)
)−∇Vb(xτ (x′)), τ > 0 ,
provides the untransformed system
x˙τ =pτ
p˙τ =−M1M−1
(∇xλ¯j(xτ )+∇Vb(xτ )), τ > 0 ,
which is equivalent to the standard form
x˙τ =M1M
−1qτ
q˙τ =−∇xλ¯j(xτ )−∇Vb(xτ ), τ > 0 ,
with individual masses in the diagonal mass matrix M .
5.4. Coinciding eigenvalues The assumption on distinct eigenvalues in The-
orem 5.1 is used in the proof to obtain differentiable eigenvalues and eigenvectors by
regular perturbation theory in (5.3). Here we indicate how to relax the assumption on
distinct eigenvalues for a special example.
The first step is to perturb V to obtain distinct eigenvalues. We have V =ΨΛΨ∗
where Ψ is the matrix with the eigenvectors as columns and Λ is the diagonal matrix of
eigenvectors (λ1, . . . ,λd). Assume, for example, there are points x
′ such that eigenvalues
λ1(x
′)=λ2(x
′) coincide and the other pairs of eigenvalues do not coincide. Since we
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have λ1≤λ2<λ3 we can regularize λ˘i(x) :=
∫
R3N
λi(y)
e−|x−y|
2/2δe
(2πδe)d/2
dy for i=1,2 so that
for small δe> 0 we obtain distinct eigenvalues λ˘1<λ˘2<λ3, which are smooth since λi is
Lipschitz continuous. Replace V by the new matrix V˘ :=ΨΛ˘Ψ∗ where Λ˘ is the diagonal
matrix with λi replaced by λ˘i for i=1,2. Since the eigenvalues of V˘ are distinct and
smooth.
It remains to study the eigenvectors. The eigenvectors corresponding to λ1 and λ2
are typically not continuous at conical intersections x, where λ1(x)=λ2(x), see e.g. [17,
Section 12.2.3]. The proof of Theorem 5.1 uses the regularity of the eigenvectors of V
only to obtain (5.3). The approximate nonlinear diagonalization becomes surprisingly
simple near a conical intersection for the case of a real valued 2×2 matrix V =
[
v11 v12
v12 v22
]
.
Its eigenvalues are λ±=
v11+v22
2 ±r where r :=
√
(v11−v222 )
2+v212 with the corresponding
eigenvectors
Ψ=
[
cosα/2 sinα/2
−sinα/2 cosα/2
]
.
Here r(cosα,sinα)= (v11−v222 ,v12), so
V =
v11+v22
2
I+r
[
cosα sinα
sinα −cosα
]
,
and when r(x)=0 there is a conical intersection with λ+(x)=λ−(x). Let v˜ :=
v11−v22
2 ,
then tanα= v12/v˜ so α=tan
−1v12/v˜+nπ and ∇α(x)= v˜∇v12−v12∇v˜v˜2+v212 , which implies
∇Ψ∗ ·∇Ψ= |∇α|
2
4
[−sinα/2 cosα/2
−cosα/2 −sinα/2
]∗[−sinα/2 cosα/2
−cosα/2 −sinα/2
]
=
|∇α|2
4
I
and consequently
(
V +
1
4M
Ψ∇Ψ∗ ·∇ΨΨ∗)Ψ=Ψ(Λ+ |∇α|2
16M
I)=ΨΛ¯
in fact solves the nonlinear eigenvalue problem (5.2) exactly. We note that the nonlinear
eigenvalue λ¯k has the additional term |∇α|2/(16M) which is large if r is small, i.e. in
the potential landscape of λ¯k there is a mountain around the conical intersection that
becomes lower as M gets larger. These observations could be the first step to extend
Theorem 5.1 to include conical intersections.
6. The initial particle density Assume we know the initial data(
ρ(·,0),ρu(·,0),E(·,0)) for the macroscopic conservation laws, although in practise this
data can be hard to determine, e.g. for the flow in a river. Current molecular dynamics
simulations can only use a small fraction of the number of particles in a real system.
Therefore we need an initial particle density that is related to a larger ensemble. We
seek a density that has the property that the marginal distribution of a subsystem
weakly coupled to a larger heat bath system is the same as the whole system. Under
certain assumptions stated in [7] the classical Gibbs density is the only density with this
property. Given the local values of the macroscopic conserved variables the goal here is
therefore to determine a local grand canonical Gibbs density
f¯jj(x,p;y)∼ e−H(x,p,j;y)/T (y) (6.1)
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where
H(x,p,j;y) :=
N∑
n=1
η(y−xn)( H¯n(x,p,j)︸ ︷︷ ︸
= |p
n|2
2Mn
+λ¯nj (x)
−Mnµ(y)
)
,
based on local values of the temperature T (y) and the chemical potential µ(y), such
that  ρ(y,0)ρu(y,0)
E(y,0)
= (Tr( ˆ¯f))−1Tr
 ˆ¯ρ0ˆ¯p0
ˆ¯E0
 ˆ¯f
 . (6.2)
Weyl’s law given by the quantum-classical representation (5.16) combined with (6.2)
show that the equation
ρu(y,0)=
∫
R6N
∑N
n=1η(y−xn)pn
∑d
j=1 f¯jj(x,p)dxdp∫
R6N
∑d
j=1 f¯jj(x,p)dxdp
defines the initial velocity u(y,0). It remains to verify if varying T (y) and µ(y) yield
large enough sets to match the initial data for ρ and E.
If |µ(y)|≫1 we roughly get H≃−∑Nn=1η(y−xn)µ(y). Laplace principle implies
that as µ(y)→−∞ the grand canonical density will sample the minimum of the observ-
able
∑N
n=1η(y−xn) and as µ(y)→∞ the microscopic particle density will sample the
maximum of
∑N
n=1η(y−xn). Therefore varying µ(y) from −∞ to ∞ will change the
local density
ρ(y,0)=
∫
R6N
∑N
n=1η(y−xn)Mn
∑d
j=1 f¯jj(x,p)dxdp∫
R6N
∑d
j=1 f¯jj(x,p)dxdp
from nearly vacuum to arbitrary high macroscopic density.
The temperature is related to the microscopic kinetic energy and we have
E(y,0)=
∫
R6N
∑N
n=1
∑d
j=1η(y−xn)
( |pn|2
2Mn
+ λ¯nj (x)
)
f¯jj(x,p)dxdp∫
R6N
f¯jj(x,p)dxdp
.
We see that the factor η(y−xn) |pn|22Mn e−η(y−x
n)|pn|2/(T (y)2Mn) upon integration with re-
spect to pn will be proportional to T (y). The other terms in E(y,0) will have upper
and lower bounds uniform in T . Therefore by varying the temperature a large open set
of macroscopic energies can be attained.
Finally, we note that minimizing the entropy
∑d
j=1
∫
R6N
f¯jj(z)log f¯jj(z)dz under
the constraints that the value of the macroscopic density is ρ(y,0) and the macroscopic
energy is E(y,0) yields the probability density
f¯jj(z)= ce
−
∑N
n=1η(y−x
n)Mnµ0(y)−
∑N
n=1η(y−x
n)H¯n(z,j)µ1(y)= ce−H(z,j;y)/T (y)
for c=1/
∑d
j=1
∫
R6N
e−H(z,j;y)/T (y)dz with the Lagrange multipliers µ1(y)=1/T (y) and
µ0(y)=µ(y)/T (y). The Gibbs density (6.1) is therefore consistent with this constrained
minimization.
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7. The partial derivatives ∂rjk λ˜(x˜) The function λ˜ is defined by (3.2) on the set
M ⊂RN(N−1)/2 consisting of all vectors r := (r12,r13, . . . ,rN−1N ) such that there exist
particle positions xi∈R3, i=1, . . .,N and rij = |xi−xj | for 1≤ i< j≤N . The goal here
is to define the gradient ∇rλ˜ such that the chain rule ∇λ(x)=
(
∂r/∂x
)T∇rλ˜(r) is valid
onM . We therefore need to solve the linear equation Av= b for v=∇rλ˜, where we have
used the notation A=
(
∂r/∂x
)T
and b=∇λ. Since this is an underdetermined linear
system we choose the solution v that minimizes the ℓ2 norm. The stationary point to
the Lagrangian L(v,y)= |v|2/2+y ·(Av−b), where y is the Lagrange multiplier, has the
solution
v=AT (AAT )−1b. (7.1)
Since generically the matrix A has full rank, equation (7.1) contains a computable
expression for v=∇rλ˜, which can be used in the expression for the stress tensor in
(3.8).
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